REGION MEMORANDUM
No. 93, s. 2017

APPROVED APPLICATIONS FOR DOUBLE SHIFTING OF CLASSES
FOR SY 2017-2018

TO: Schools Division Superintendents
CID Chiefs

1. Relative to the application of identified schools in your division for double shifting of classes for SY 2017-2018, please be informed that such applications have been approved by the Central Office through a communication from the Office of the Undersecretary for Curriculum and Instruction.

2. Attached is the copy of the said letter, with the list of schools that have been allowed to implement double shifting of their classes in the Junior High School, for your information and reference.

3. Attention is directed to the last paragraph of the communication, reminding the SDOs concerned to ensure that other related requirements prescribed in DepEd Order No. 62, s. 2004 are met and implemented by the named schools.

4. For information and dissemination.

DR. ARTURO B. BAYOCOT, CESO V
OIC-Regional Director

Incl.: As stated
Reference: Letter from Usec Ocampo; DO 62, s. 2004
To be indicated in the Perpetual Index under the subject
Curriculum and Instruction K to 12 BEP